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ABSTRACT We report the results of molecular dynamics simulations of the protein myosin carried out with an elastic network
model. Quenching the system, we observe glassy behavior of a density correlation function and a density response function that
are often investigated in structure glasses and spin glasses. In the equilibrium, the ﬂuctuation-response relation, a representative
relation of the ﬂuctuation-dissipation theorem, holds that the ratio of the density correlation function to the density response function
is equal to the temperature of the environment.We show that, in the quenched system thatwe study, this relation can be violated. In
the case that this relation does not hold, this ratio can be regarded as an effective temperature. We ﬁnd that this effective tem-
perature of myosin is higher than the temperature of the environment. We discuss the relation between this effective temperature
and energy transduction that occurs after ATP hydrolysis in the myosin molecule.
INTRODUCTION
Proteins possess complex structures and, consequently, com-
plexmotion. Such complexity might be necessary to carry out
the functions exhibited by living organisms. Statistical prop-
erties of the types of complex structure and motion charac-
terizing protein molecules have been studied using various
approaches; in particular, employing energy landscapes (1).
Recently, with a computation of the density of states for a Go-
likemodel of a protein, statistical properties were investigated
using the idea of inherent structures (2). An inherent structure
is a subset of the conﬁguration space that represents the local
minima of an energy landscape, originally proposed to study
the dynamics of liquids (3). Although the idea of inherent
structures is very important to understand protein dynamics, it
is difﬁcult to directly experimentally investigate the inherent
structures of a protein. For this reason, it would be useful if we
could characterize the energy landscape of a protein in forms
of experimentally measurable quantities, such as a density
correlation function or a density response function.
In structure glasses, which, like protein molecules, also
possess energy landscapeswithmany localminima, statistical
properties are often studied by computing the density cor-
relation function and the density response function (4–9). In
equilibrium, these quantities satisfy the ﬂuctuation-response
relation, a representative relation in the ﬂuctuation-dissipation
theorem (10). This relation means the equality of the ratio of
the density correlation function to the density response func-
tion and the temperature of the environment (10). For glassy
systems, which exhibit slow relaxation and are inherently
nonequilibrium, it has been reported that the ﬂuctuation-
response relation is violated (4–9); that is, the ratio of the
relevant density correlation function and density response
function is not equal to the temperature of the environment.
The slow relaxation displayed by a glassy system, which
results from the nature of its energy landscape, with many
local minima, can be characterized by a quantity representing
the degree of violation of the ﬂuctuation-response relation. In
some cases that the ﬂuctuation-response relation is violated,
the ratio of the density correlation function to the density
response function has been interpreted as an ‘‘effective
temperature,’’ and there are studies addressing the question of
whether this effective temperature can play the role of the
temperature in nonequilibrium systems (4–9).
In this article, we report the results of simulations of
molecular dynamics employing an elastic network model of
subfragment 1 of a myosin molecule, which is composed of a
head substructure, with ATP-binding and actin-interacting
sites, and a tail substructure, with a long a-helix bound by
two light chains (see Fig. 1). With the hypothesis that ap-
propriate density correlation function and density response
function (which have not yet been fully exploited in studies
of protein dynamics) can be used to characterize the glassy
behavior of protein molecules, we compute such quantities
in the case of a quenched system. While elastic network
models have been used to study the elastic properties of
equilibrium ﬂuctuations (11,12), such models have not been
used to study nonequilibrium behavior. In this article, we
show that glassy, nonequilibrium behavior can also be
described with this class of models.
Because the effective temperature that we employ repre-
sents the degree to which the behavior of the system is
‘‘glassy,’’ we quantitatively investigate the complexity of
the myosin’s head through use of this effective temperature.
More speciﬁcally, we compute the values of the effective
temperature for both the head and the tail, and we compare
these values with the temperature of the environment. We
also seek to elucidate the origin of the observed glassy be-
havior through analysis that investigates the inherent struc-
tures (3). We ﬁnd that the inherent structure for the model we
study has a resemblance to the structure of a structural isomer
of myosin determined by x-ray crystallography.
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ELASTIC NETWORK MODEL
In our study, a protein molecule is regarded as consisting of
a-carbon atoms, Ca, employing a coarse-grained represen-
tation of amino-acid residues (13–15). A Ca atom is a con-
stituent of the carbon skeleton of a protein molecule.
The position and velocity of the ith Ca in a myosin
molecule are denoted by ri ¼ (xi, yi, zi) and vi ¼ (vxi, vyi, vzi),
where i ¼ 1,. . ., N, and N is the total number of Ca atoms in
the myosin molecule. Here, Ca atoms are numbered in the
order of the heavy chain, the essential light chain, and the
regulatory light chain.
The Hamiltonian of our model is given by
Hðfrig; fvigÞ ¼ +
N
i¼1
m
2
jvij21VðfrigÞ1VtrapðfrigÞ; (1)
where m is the mass of the ith Ca, and V(frig) is the interac-
tion potential
VðfrigÞ ¼ +
N1
i
k1
2
ðjri  ri11j  jr0i  r0i11jÞ2
1 +
N1
i
k2
2
ðjri  ri12j  jr0i  r0i12jÞ2
1 +
N1
i
+
N
j¼i13
k3
2
ðjri  rjj  jr0i  r0j jÞ2: (2)
We stipulate that k‘ ¼ 0 (‘ ¼ 1, 2, 3) if jr0i  r0j j.rc; where rc
is a cutoff length, and we set k2 ¼ 0.5k1 and k3 ¼ 0.1k1. With
this form of V(frig), the conﬁguration of the native structure,
fr0i g; is most stable. The values of the parameters r0i used
here were taken from the RCSB Protein DataBank (16).
Here, we chose the values of r0i so as to obtain the structure
of the myosin molecule 1KK7 (17). Also, these values are
such that the center of mass is at (0, 0, 0) and the unit of
length is A˚.
The function Vtrap(frig) that appears in Eq. 1 is a trapping
potential that plays the role of an optical potential, acting to
ﬁx the molecule. This potential is given by
VtrapðfrigÞ ¼ +
400
i¼350
1
2
jri  r0i j21 +
850
i¼800
1
2
jri  r0i j2: (3)
The time evolution of the system is described by the
Langevin equation (i ¼ 1, , N)
m
dvi
dt
¼ gvi  @H
@ri
1 jiðtÞ; (4)
dri
dt
¼ vi; (5)
where ji ¼ (jxi, jyi, jzi) is Gaussian white noise that satisﬁes
ÆjaiðtÞjbjðt9Þæ ¼ 2gTdðt  t9Þda;bdi; j: (6)
Here, T is the temperature of the environment (with the
Boltzmann constant set to 1), and g is the friction constant of
the solvent. Here, Æ. . .æ denotes the average over all noise
histories. We set the parameters used in our numerical
simulations asm¼ 1, g¼ 0.01, k1¼ 1,N¼ 1101, and rc¼ 10.
EQUILIBRIUM BEHAVIOR: FLUCTUATION-
RESPONSE RELATION AT HIGH TEMPERATURE
In equilibrium, the ratio of the density correlation function to
the density response function is equal to the temperature of
the environment. This relation among the density correlation
function, the density response function, and the temperature
of the environment is called the ﬂuctuation-response relation
(for a review of the ﬂuctuation-dissipation theorem, in-
cluding the ﬂuctuation-response relation, see (10)).
To examine whether the ﬂuctuation-response relation holds
for our system, we ﬁrst introduce a density response func-
tion. In this section, we consider the relaxation process that
results in the case that the system is initially in equilibrium,
and then at t ¼ 0, the perturbing potential
+
N
i¼1
VpðyiÞ[+
N
i¼1
DcosðkyiÞ (7)
is added to the Hamiltonian (1). Note that we consider a
perturbation along the y direction, which is approximately
parallel to the long axis of the myosin (see Fig. 1). We have
also studied the cases with perturbations along different
directions, and the results obtained in all cases are qual-
itatively the same as those obtained along the y direction. In
this relaxation process, the susceptibility, x(t), is deﬁned as
xðtÞ[ Ærˆðk; tÞ  rˆðk; 0Þæ
Vp
D
; (8)
FIGURE 1 Schematic depiction of the myosin molecule (1KK7 (17)).
The horizontal axis denotes the x direction, and the vertical axis denotes the
y direction. According to our convention, the a-carbon atoms, Ca with
i ¼ 1, . . . , 770 belong to the head substructure (open), and those
with i ¼ 771, . . . , 1101 belong to the tail substructure (shaded). See Elastic
Network Model for the way to number Ca atoms.
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where ÆæVp denotes the statistical average under this relax-
ation process. Writing the density in the y direction as
rðy; tÞ[+N
i¼1 dðy yiðtÞÞ=N; we denote its Fourier trans-
form by rˆðk; tÞ:
rˆðk; tÞ[
Z N
N
dyrðy; tÞcosðkyÞ
¼ 1
N
+
N
i¼1
cosðkyiðtÞÞ: (9)
Next, we deﬁne the density correlation function, which is
computed in equilibrium without adding Vp, as
CðtÞ[Ærˆðk; tÞrˆðk; 0ÞæN: (10)
One representation of the ﬂuctuation-response relation is
then
RðtÞ ¼ 1
T
dCðtÞ
dt
; (11)
where t$ 0 (10). Here, the density response function, R(t), is
deﬁned as the time derivative of x(t),
RðtÞ[ dxðtÞ
dt
: (12)
In numerical experiments, we computed x(t) to investigate
the behavior of R(t).
In Fig. 2 A, x(t) and C(t) are plotted as functions of time
with T ¼ 0.8, k ¼ 2p/10, and D ¼ 0.05. In Fig. 2 B, x(t) is
plotted as a function of C(t). The fact that the slope of the
lower graph is 1/T indicates that the ﬂuctuation-response
relation (Eq. 11) holds in equilibrium (the high temperature
regime). Note that we set k¼ 2p/10 here because the lengths
of the a-helices in myosin are of the order of 10 A˚. Glassy
behavior of the density correlation and the density response
is observed in the case k ¼ 2p/‘ with ‘ $ 10, as described
below.
NONEQUILIBRIUM BEHAVIOR I: GLASSY
PHENOMENON AT LOW TEMPERATURE
In this section, we consider simulations in which we quenched
the system from T ¼ 0.5 to T ¼ 0.05 to investigate its glassy
behavior. In this model, room temperature roughly corre-
sponds to T ¼ 0.1, which is estimated by comparing the
mean-square ﬂuctuations of the Ca atoms in the model with
those obtained in an all-atom model (data not shown). There-
fore, the quenched temperature T ¼ 0.05 roughly corresponds
to 150 K, which is below the glass transition temperature of
a real protein (18). Note that myosin remains in a folded form
even under conditions corresponding to T ¼ 0.5.
In our simulations, we quench the system at t ¼ tw, and
then we begin investigating the behavior of the system at t ¼
0. The quantity tw is called the ‘‘waiting time.’’ In general,
relaxational glassy systems do not possess invariance with
respect to time translation, and both correlations and re-
sponses decay more slowly as the age of the system increases.
Thus, in such systems, correlation functions and response
functions depend on tw.
To elucidate the glassy behavior of our system, we ﬁrst
introduce the autocorrelation function
Fðt; twÞ[

1
N
+
N
i¼1
½cosðyiðtÞ  yið0ÞÞ  cosðy0i  yið0ÞÞ

tw
;
(13)
where Æætw represents the statistical average under the re-
laxation we consider. (Autocorrelation functions are often
employed in the study of glassy systems (4–9).) The quantity
F(t, tw) is a measure of the similarity of the conﬁguration of
the system at time t to that at time 0; note that the quantity
cos(yi(t) – yi(0)) is equal to 1 at t ¼ 0 and decreases as t
increases. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 13
ensures that F(t, tw)¼ 0 for large t, because the conﬁguration
of the system, fri(t)g, ﬂuctuates about that of the native
structure, fr0i g; at large t. Computing F(t, tw), we can
elucidate the slow relaxation of the conﬁguration of the
FIGURE 2 (A) C(t) (circles) and x(t) (triangles) plotted as functions of
time in the equilibrium case with T¼ 0.8, D¼ 0.05, and k¼ 2p/10. (B) x(t)
as a function of C(t) in the case T¼ 0.8. The slope of the line here is1/T. In
both graphs, the data points are obtained by averaging 2000 independent
trajectories, and the statistical error bars are smaller than the symbols.
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system. In Fig. 3, we plot F(t, tw) as a function of time for the
case tw ¼ 100. The form of the decay, which is not ex-
ponential, reveals the slow relaxation of the conﬁguration.
NONEQUILIBRIUM BEHAVIOR II: VIOLATION OF
THE FLUCTUATION-RESPONSE RELATION AT
LOW TEMPERATURE
In an aging system, the susceptibility, density response func-
tion, and density correlation function, which depend on tw,
are deﬁned by
xðt; twÞ[ 
Ærˆðk; tÞ  rˆðk; 0ÞæVptw
D
; (14)
Rðt; twÞ[ dxðt; twÞ
dt
; (15)
Cðt; twÞ[ Ærˆðk; tÞrˆðk; 0ÞætwN: (16)
Note that ÆæVptw denotes the statistical average under the
condition that we quench the system at t ¼ tw, and switch
on the perturbation potential given by Eq. 7 at t¼ 0. In Fig. 4 A,
C(t, tw) and x(t, tw) are plotted as functions of time for the
case tw ¼ 100. The relaxations of C(t, tw) and x(t, tw) seem to
be slow in comparison with those of C(t) and x(t) found in
the equilibrium case with T ¼ 0.8 (see Fig. 2 A).
In Fig. 4 B, we plot x(t, tw) as a function of C(t, tw) for the
cases tw ¼ 100 and tw ¼ 200. It is seen that there are two
slopes, characterizing two time regimes, unlike in the equi-
librium case (see Fig. 2 B). The results plotted in Fig. 4
suggest that in the early regime, the form of x(t, tw) as a
function of C(t, tw) approaches a line of the slope 1/T,
where T ¼ 0.05, as tw increases. (See Fig. 16 in Cugliandolo
(9) for an observation of similar behavior.) In the late time
regime, the form of this function is again a line, but in this
case, the slope differs signiﬁcantly from 1/T. (Also note
that in this case, similar linear behavior is observed for both
tw ¼ 100 and tw ¼ 200.) Such behavior of x(t, tw) and C(t, tw)
is often observed in aging systems, including structure
glasses (4,5) and spin glasses (4,6). In an aging system, the
slope of x(t, tw) as a function of C(t, tw) in the late regime is
1/Teff, where Teff is called the effective temperature, and is
deﬁned through the relation
Rðt; twÞ ¼  1
Teff
dCðt; twÞ
dt
: (17)
We interpret this behavior as indicating that in the early
regime, the system relaxes toward the local equilibrium rep-
resented by a metastable state, while in the late regime, the
system wanders among many metastable states, as it evolves
toward the minimum of the free energy of the system. These
two kinds of relaxational processes exhibited by an aging
system are characterized by the two slopes1/T and1/Teff.
The fact that Teff 6¼ T represents a violation of the
ﬂuctuation-response relation in this aging system. The lack of
invariance with respect to time translation and the violation
FIGURE 3 F(t, tw) as a function of time for the case tw ¼ 100. The data
points are obtained by averaging 2000 independent trajectories, and the
statistical error bars are smaller than the symbols.
FIGURE 4 (A) C(t, tw) (circles) and x(t, tw) (triangles) plotted as func-
tions of time in the case of an aging system, with tw ¼ 100, D ¼ 0.05, and
k¼ 2p/10. (B) x(t, tw) as a function ofC(t, tw) for the cases tw¼ 100 (circles)
and tw ¼ 200 (triangles). The slope of the dotted line is 1/T, where
T ¼ 0.05. The slope of the solid line is 1/Teff, where Teff ¼ 1.3. In both
graphs, the data points are obtained by averaging 2000 independent
trajectories, and the statistical error bars are smaller than the symbols.
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of the ﬂuctuation-response relation are basic properties of
relaxational glassy systems. The effective temperature Teff
denotes the difference of the system from equilibrium.
Before ending this section, we note an important point
regarding Teff. The inequality Teff . T is observed in many
glassy systems (4–9). However, because there are counter-
examples, the universality of this inequality has not yet been
established. Here, we found Teff . T in the elastic network
model. Possible implications of this inequality in biological
contexts are discussed below.
TEFF FOR THE HEAD AND TAIL
One of the biggest differences between a structure glass and a
protein is that a protein has characteristic substructures that
are believed to cause a smoothing of the energy landscape,
which makes the collective motion necessary for biological
functions possible. Asmentioned above, amyosinmolecule is
composed of a head, with ATP-binding and actin-interacting
sites, and a tail, with a longa-helix bound by two light chains.
It is interesting to compare these two parts with respect to Teff.
For this purpose, we investigated the density response func-
tion and density correlation function for the head (i ¼ 1, ,
770) and the tail (i¼ 771, , N), and computed Teff for each.
We deﬁne the Fourier transform of the density for the head
and tail as
rˆhðk; tÞ[ 1
770
+
770
i¼1
cosðkyiÞ; (18)
rˆtðk; tÞ[ 1
N  770 +
N
i¼771
cosðkyiÞ: (19)
Then we use rˆhðk; tÞ and rˆtðk; tÞ instead of rˆðk; tÞ in Eqs. 14
and 16. Also, letting Nh ¼ 770 and Nt ¼ N – 770 be the total
numbers of Ca atoms in the head and tail, respectively, we
use these in place of N in Eqs. 14 and 16. We note here that
when computing the response functions, we add a perturbing
potential of the form given in Eq. 7 only to the substructure
under investigation.
In Fig. 5, we plot x(t, tw) as a function of C(t, tw) for both
the head and the tail, respectively. We ﬁnd that the effective
temperature, Teff, for the head is higher than that for the tail.
This implies that the structure of the head is more glassy than
that of the tail.
DISCUSSION
In conclusion, we investigated the glassy behavior of an
elastic network model of the myosin molecule by studying
the density correlation function and the density response
function in the case that we quench the system from T ¼ 0.5
to T¼ 0.05. The glassy behavior is displayed in Figs. 4 and 5,
where the susceptibility, x(t, tw), is plotted as a function of
the correlation function, C(t, tw). We found that Teff deﬁned
in Eq. 17 was not equal to T, and thus that the ﬂuctuation-
response relation is violated. We also compare the degrees of
the violation of the ﬂuctuation-response relation for both
the head and tail substructures of myosin, individually, and
we found that Teff is higher for the head than for the tail. In
the following, we discuss two points related to these main
results.
Effective temperature of the myosin molecule
Although further studies are required to ascertain physically
clear interpretations of the effective temperature, the fact that
Teff is higher than T is intriguing, because it may be related to
energy transduction taking place after ATP hydrolysis in a
myosin molecule.
An acto-myosin system, of which a myosin molecule is a
component, is a representative motor-protein system, and it
has been studied in single-molecule experiments (19–21).
Upon binding of ATP to a myosin molecule, the myosin
molecule detaches from an actin ﬁlament. ATP hydrolysis
takes place in the detached myosin molecule. The products
of the ATP hydrolysis (ADP and an inorganic phosphate) are
then released from the myosin molecule, which are thought
to be coupled with the force exertion and with the reattachment
of myosin to the actin ﬁlament. Recently, a single-molecule
experiment on an acto-myosin system demonstrated that the
force exertion of the myosin molecule sometimes occurs
after the release of the bound ADP (19). This fact leads us to
believe that the energy provided by the ATP hydrolysis
might be stored in the myosin molecule for a short time
before the force is exerted. If this is indeed the case, it is im-
portant to determine the form in which this energy is stored.
The effective temperature, Teff, might help us solve this
problem. Because ATP hydrolysis takes place only in the
FIGURE 5 x(t, tw) as a function of C(t, tw) in the case tw ¼ 100 and
k ¼ 2p/10 for the head (circles) and the tail (triangles) of the myosin mol-
ecule. The slope of the solid line is equal to 1/1.3, while the slope of the
dotted line is equal to 1/0.6. The data points are obtained by averaging
2000 independent trajectories, and the statistical error bars are smaller than
the symbols.
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head, and because Teff is higher in the head than in the tail, it
is reasonable to conjecture that this energy storage has a
close connection with the inequality Teff . T. To elucidate
this connection is a future problem.
Inherent structures
Next, we discuss the origin of the glassy behavior observed
in the elastic network model we study. In Fig. 6, we plot EIS,
which is the total potential energy, V 1 Vtrap, when the
system is at a local minimum in the energy landscape, as a
function of time. The quantity EIS is computed by using the
steepest-descent energy-minimization method, as has been
employed in Stillinger and Weber (3), in the case tw ¼ 100.
From the rather discretized forms of the trajectories, it is seen
that the system moves from one metastable state to another.
We stress that the elastic network model described by Eq. 2
is not an harmonic system, and hence can possess local
energy minima, although the model may appear to be a
FIGURE 6 (A) Two examples of EIS, computed using the steepest-descent
energy-minimization method, plotted as functions of time in the case tw ¼
100. (B) Three examples of the steepest-descent energy-minimization
trajectories are shown. Note that the three energy-minimization trajectories,
with different initial conﬁgurations (i.e., different ‘‘instantaneous struc-
tures’’ on the MD trajectory), tend to converge at different energy values.
FIGURE 7 (A) Three examples (black, pink, green) of jyISi  y0i j plotted as
functions of i (1 # i # 770, the head substructure in our deﬁnition), where
fyISi g is a conﬁguration computed using the steepest-descent energy-
minimization method, and fy0i g is the conﬁguration of the structure 1KK7.
Note that the a-carbon atoms, Ca, with i¼ 350, . . ., 400 are trapped by Vtrap
(see Eq. 3). (B) An example of jyISi  y0i j (black) and jy1KK8i  y0i j (red)
plotted as functions of i. Here, fy1KK8i g is the conﬁguration of the structure
1KK8. (C) jy1KK8i  y0i j plotted as a function of jyISi  y0i j:
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harmonic system (actually, existence of local energy minima
in an elastic network model is indicated in Togashi and
Mikhailov (22)).
It would be interesting to examine the difference between
the native structure and the structures corresponding to the
local energy minima (i.e., inherent structures). Fig. 7 A
displays the difference jyISi  y0i j between the positions of the
Ca atoms in the inherent structure and in the structure,
1KK7, where fyISi g is the y value of the position of the ith Ca
atom in the inherent structure. From this graph, it is seen that
the differences for some of the Ca atoms are as much as 10 A˚
and that those Ca, which exhibit such large displacements,
are not localized but instead, clustered.
Several structural isomers of myosin have been exper-
imentally found by using x-ray crystallography (23). The
structure we studied here, 1KK7, is one with no nucleotide
bound. Therefore, it would be interesting to compare the
inherent structures with those of myosin isomers. As an
example, we compare one of these inherent structures with
the structure of the myosin isomer with an ATP-analog bound,
1KK8 (17). Fig. 7 B shows that there is a resemblance be-
tween the inherent structure and the structure of the myosin
isomer, with relatively large displacements seen near the
N-terminal domain, the lower-50k domain, and the converter
domain. This suggests that the elastic network model con-
tains information concerning the structures of other isomers.
Using a normal mode analysis for an elastic network model
of a myosin molecule, Zhen and Doniach have shown that a
structural isomer is located along the directions of some of
the slowest modes of the structure (11). Our results appear to
be consistent with their results. Furthermore, our results
indicate the metastability of the isomer. We believe that our
results may lead to an extension of the applicability of the
elastic network model of proteins, noting that it has been
shown that this model can even be applied to the study of
protein folding (24) and the investigation of nonlinear relax-
ation dynamics (unpublished data). To elucidate the range of
applicability of the elastic network model, we need to sys-
tematically study its metastable states for many kinds of
proteins.
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